plies, what would happen? Even if he had only a few 221
divisions, the raid would cause total disorder in the
rear of the Eussian armies. The demoralization would
be immediate and complete. Tuchaczewski would be
taken by surprise, not expecting such a revival of
strength from an army retreating constantly for weeks.
His only resource would be prompt retreat, saving
what supplies he could, and regrouping his troops on
the other side of the river Bug or the Xarew; and that
could be done only in great disorder, for the Poles would
cut telephone lines and destroy radio stations, so that
there would be no connections between the army and
their headquarters at Minsk. All this would provoke
the disordered flights which Xapoleon demanded in his
maneuvers.
It was to be not a regular battle, but a strategic
action against the enemy's lines of communication. It
demanded long thinking out, for there were a large
number of factors, any one of which could make it fail.
All night long the Commander-in-chief walked up and
down, thinking out his manouver. He set himself agoniz-
ing questions to answer.
Taking into account the lamentable state of the
Polish soldiers, were they capable of carrying out Ms
plan? Were their morale and their zeal high enough?
What if Boudienny's cavalry gave up its move against
Lwow and advanced on Warsaw? What if the Soviets
crossed the Vistula below the city and surrounded it
from the west? They must not be given time to make
that crossing,
Was there not a desperate risk in taking the initi-
ative, when the Bolshevists had advanced so far, appar-
ently invincible? Yes, a maximum risk, in the face of
a conquering foe. Therefore he alone must take the
responsibility. Warsaw might not be able to hold out
For the next fortnight the fate of Poland would rest
on his will power and his nerves. Later many persons

